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In an explorative manner, this article uses a data-driven digital history set-up to focus on media pol-
itical issues in Sweden during the second half of the twentieth century. By distant reading and topic
modeling a dataset of 3100 Swedish Government Of!cial Reports between 1945 and 1989—a corpus
of some 87million tokens—the article gives a new perspective of how the Swedish state examined and
discussed media in general and media politics in particular. Topic modeling is a computational
method to study latent themes or discourses in a dataset by accentuating words that tend to co-
occur and together create different topics. Via a computational interrogation of the dataset in a
Jupyter Lab environment a number of media topics can be detected. They include the most
common words for each media topic, but also reveal temporal periodizations when media political
issues were foremost discussed as well as other societal topics that media was related to.
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The scale of empirical material used among media historians has usually been small
—some would even say tiny. A bunch of newspapers, maybe a few books or a small body
of !lms, radio or television programs, perhaps part of a broadcast archive, have been com-
piled to act as empirical evidence and veri!cation of one’s reasoning. Archival research is
frequently tedious—but also anecdotal; qualitative humanistic research practices can be
haphazard. Most media historians (but far from all) have consequently refrained from
scaling-up the nature of their arguments towards more general assumptions—with the
notable exception of non-empirical and lofty speculations about media history character-
istic of so-called mediatization theory.1 Yet due to digitization efforts at heritage insti-
tutions, issues of scale have during the last decade surfaced within media historical
work. With computational research methods, it is now possible to examine empirical
materials consisting of hundreds of millions of words or large-scale datasets of historical
images, sound or !lm. As a result, it is today feasible to envision media historical
studies that are broader in scope than just a decade ago. Digital newspaper archives
are the obvious example—in a forthcoming book described as ‘an eldorado’ for media his-
torians—with large-scale datasets used, for example, to study text reuse in millions of
pages.2 A number of media scholars have shown that computational methods can produc-
tively be applied to massive cultural heritage datasets to answer media historical research
questions.3 The Media History Digital Library has, for instance, transformed the study of
!lm and broadcasting history, offering access to millions of pages of out-of-copyright
books and magazines. Through its application Arclight computational research methods
have also been integrated into the study of media history.
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Analysing media history at scale requires access to massive datasets. Some of the newly
established library labs at national libraries or major university libraries offer scholars access to
such media historical datasets. Others can be found or compiled online. But in general intel-
lectual property rights issues continue to be a problem for researching media historical
matters on a more substantial scale, and particularly so for studies focusing on the twentieth
century. In the online version of the digital newspaper archive at the National Library of
Sweden, for example, content after 1905 cannot be accessed at all (only metadata). If it is
true that the internet treats such censorship as a malfunction and routes around it, such a
detour might lead the media historian to other empirical materials—such as parliamentary
data. Scholars of parliamentary history have a huge advantage over media historians since
their principle empirical material—parliamentary debates, motions, propositions, governmen-
tal reports etcetera—is nearly always openly available for democratic reasons. The parliamen-
tary corpora offered within the European CLARIN infrastructure gives access to 26 datasets in
different languages containing hundreds of gigabytes. Most of this data is of a more recent
date, but open datasets of parliamentary content from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
can be found online as well. As Figures 1–3 illustrate, some of these datasets can also be
explored in a similar manner as within Arclight.

DH-scholars are usually prone to work with such datasets with their own tools and
methods. But as my simple graphs indicate, easy search interfaces are nowadays available
online. The University of Hudders!eld has, for example, produced an accessible web appli-
cation—Hansard at Hudders!eld—with all of!cial reports from British parliamentary
debates from 1803 until today. The dataset contains hundreds of millions of tokens. A
similar German application, Open Discourse, gives access to all debates, plenarprotokolle,
within the Bundestag (the German federal parliament) from 1949 until today, a corpus of
some 80,000 documents with 200 million tokens. In Sweden, a comparable (but smaller)
application lets researchers explore parliamentary motions (some 145,000 documents)
during the last 50 years. Naturally, such massive parliamentary data contains discussions
about ‘the most important topics facing societies and their citizens’—including the
media, of course.4 With these short examples, I simply want to stress that large-scale

FIGURE 1
Graphical depiction of the frequency of media keywords (!lm, radio, television,
internet) within parliamentary discourse during different time periods—from (Figure
1) the British Hansard (hansard.hud.ac.uk), fro (Figure 2) from Swedish parliamentary
motions (riksdagsmotioner.dh.gu.se), and from (Figure 3) from German plenary
minutes from the Bundestag (opendiscourse.de). The latter graph displays how
often the !ve different political parties in Germany debated the topic of Rundfunk,
that is broadcasting.
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analysis of parliamentary datasets can potentially be media historically revealing, and
especially so regarding the history of media politics.

This article is based on one such openly available parliamentary dataset, so-called
Swedish Government Of!cial Reports. In an explorative manner, my purpose is to
perform a large-scale study of how national media politics evolved in Sweden during
the second half of the twentieth century. The research is related to the project, Welfare
State Analytics. Text Mining and Modeling Swedish Politics, Media & Culture, 1945–1989
which uses probabilistic methods and text mining models to study three massive datasets
from the domains of Swedish politics, news media and literary culture.5 The data used in
the article is derived from 3100 Swedish Government Of!cial Reports published between
1945 and 1989—so-called SOU-reports (Statens offentliga utredningar) with the terminol-
ogy of this article. It is a dataset containing some 87 million tokens. By distant reading and
topic modeling this dataset, the article gives a new perspective on how the Swedish state
examined and discussed media in general, and media politics in particular. Via
a computational interrogation of the dataset in a Jupyter Lab environment a number of
media topics can be detected. They include the most common words for each media
topic, but also reveal temporal periodizations when media political issues were mostly dis-
cussed, as well as other societal topics in the dataset that media was related to.

Data and Method

Before submitting a proposal for new legislation, the Swedish government regularly
examines alternatives, a task prepared by an appointed committee. Other Scandinavian
countries, such as Norway, have a similar system. In general, the governmental committee

FIGURE 2
Graphical depictions of the frequency of media keywords (!lm, radio, television,
internet) within parliamentary discourse during different time periods from Swedish
parliamentary motions (riksdagsmotioner.dh.gu.se).
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process has been a way of accessing knowledge about various issues, and each year some
50–70 commissions deliver results in the form of SOU-reports, usually book length publi-
cations spanning some 250–350 pages. During the twentieth century governmental com-
missions developed into an effective instrument of parliamentarism in Sweden. Since 1922
the work of commissions has been published in a SOU-series with a distinct number; the
!rst SOU-report devoted to !lm was for example SOU 1930:26. Normally, SOU-reports and
work performed within governmental committees had the task of preparing the state for
apt and rational decision-making. SOU-reports were hence a basis and rationale for both
parliamentary debates as well as (later) practical politics. According to Rune Premfors, after
1945 ‘the range of subjects covered by governmental committees has expanded to
include virtually every area of the Swedish welfare state’—the latter a term often used
to designate a long postwar period of social-democratic social reforms (pensions, health
insurance, child care), including a previously unprecedented economic growth. SOU-
reports were not general, they explicitly addressed a particular and often thematic
issue. Stressing the importance of the work executed by governmental committees,
some 40% of all legislation in Sweden around 1970 was based on commission proposals.6

Among historians, the SOU-series—with its external investigations usually running for a
number of years—is therefore considered a valuable historical source for Swedish
policy-making.7 Governmental committees often included legislative suggestions; they
were an arena for the exchange of factual arguments among experts (and academics), situ-
ated within a foremost social-democratic, and rationally oriented Scandinavian style of
policy-making (Figure 4).

In 2015 the National Library of Sweden !nished digitizing all SOU-reports from 1922
to 1999—all in all, more than 6100 publications. They are all publicly available online, OCR-

FIGURE 3
Graphical depictions of the frequency of media keywords from German plenary
minutes from the Bundestag (opendiscourse.de). The graph displays how often the
!ve different political parties in Germany debated the topic of Rundfunk, that is
broadcasting.
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quality is excellent, and for this article 3154 SOU-reports (from 1945 to 1989) were down-
loaded and compiled into one dataset—in this article referred to as SOU-data. All forms of
automated content analysis are based on the simple principle that text becomes data, and
in this article, I am modeling this digitized data in various ways.8 Using the corpus annota-
tion pipeline Sparv (at Gothenburg University) the SOU-dataset was !rst prepared for
textual analysis. The process included simplifying the vocabulary by stemming, removing
stopwords and discarding word order; within topic modeling documents are perceived as
a bag of words, where order does not inform the analyses. The dataset—or rather models
derived from it—was then uploaded into a Jupyter Lab environment, a web application
with executable Python code which can be run to perform data analysis. The Jupyter
Lab environment was developed at the digital humanities hub, Humlab at Umeå
University.

If all SOU-reports are considered as one single text written by the Swedish state,
what themes in this vast text can software read and perceive? It is possible to answer
such a broad question by way of topic modeling, a computational method to study
latent themes in texts that accentuates words that tend to co-occur. Together these
words create different topics. Via co-occurrence, topic modeling hence produces topics
in the form of clusters of similar words. A word may be a part of several topics with differ-
ent degrees of probability. Topic modeling is indeed based on probability; different tools
and models produce result that might vary, also when running the same program on the
same dataset. A more !ne-grained search can also reveal which topics contain a particular

FIGURE 4
Covers of 44 Swedish Government Of!cial Reports—so called SOU-reports. They
were the result of work performed within different governmental committees,
which during the twentieth century had the task of preparing the Swedish
government for rational decision-making. The range of subjects covered by SOU-
reports basically included every area of the Swedish welfare state, from issues on
migration and the environment to cultural policy and media politics.
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keyword, including where this word features most prominently. Analysed within the
Jupyter Lab environment, the SOU-data is an abundant empirical source (Figure 5). Natu-
rally, topics also occur in relation to each other, and clusters or networks can be visualized
at different time periods using software such as Gephi. I am aware that large-scale network
data and advanced network analysis is a vibrant !eld within the digital humanities, often
used in connection to topic modeling. Network visualizations can help to contextualize
studied topics, and thus gain a more nuanced understanding of how the topics were dis-
cussed and how the overall conversation developed over time.9 However, network analysis
is not a distinct method used in this article—topic modeling is.

In an analysis of discussions during the nineteenth century on infrastructure in the
British parliament (based on the Hansard transcripts), Jo Guldi has stated that topic mod-
eling makes it possible to study and envision ‘the invisible categories that structure mind,
language, priorities, or prejudice in a given corpus’.10 Literary scholars have used topic
models for more than a decade,11 and the method is becoming increasingly popular
among historians. In a fascinating media historical book chapter on topic modeling
‘humanism discourse’ in early nineteenth-century German press, Heidi Hakkarainen and

FIGURE 5
Screenshot of Jupyter Lab environment for the analyses of SOU-data—with the
possibility to load different topic models with 50, 100, 200 or 500 topics. Grey areas
contain executable Python code which can be run by the media historian to
perform data analysis on, for example, topic weight, topic word distribution or topic
trends during the time period 1945–1989.
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Zuhair Iftikhar state that even if the old German Fraktur typeface is challenging for OCR,
topic models as a probabilistic tool ‘has attracted attention among historians, because it
enables detecting underlying thematic structures behind a large corpus of documents,
as well as surprising connections between individual texts’.12 This article focuses on
topics of media in a text corpus of a more recent date and depending on how many
topics a model displays different media topics can be detected. Importantly, all topic
detection is concerned with modeling data, and there are also different forms of
dynamic topic modeling or structural topic modeling.13 Historical data can hence be
modeled in different ways, and there are a number of ways to go about producing an
almost endless number of results. It is often up to the historian to select the models
most suitable. At Humlab we have used the generative probabilistic model Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) and predominantly a Mallet—and occasionally a Gensim—modeling
toolkit. Models can be instructed to single out n number of topics; in our case models
with 50, 100, 200 and 500 topics were used. In the 50-model of the SOU-data, one
single media topic could be found, whereas in the 500-model there were several dozen,
with more speci!c traits as for example topics on !lm censorship or daily press subsidies.
All topics are arbitrarily numbered in the Jupyter Lab environment—from 0 to 49, or from
0 to 499—and it is up to the scholar to interpret what they are about, including naming
them (in this article I simply use numericals). Topic models are based on statistics and
numbers, but they result in strings of words related to one another which are prone to
graphic visualization. In the following, my arguments will be described as well as
shown; the article contains 16 !gures and graphical networks (with keywords from the
SOU-data translated by me). Importantly, the article is not about close reading SOU-
reports, even if I quote some of them. Instead, I consider all SOU-reports as one single
text, as a dataset compiled by me. The empirical scale then becomes different—‘the
new scale changes our relationship to our object, and in fact it changes the object itself’.
The same goes for the new forms of knowledge produced by topic modeling. ‘Distant
reading… is a condition of knowledge.’14

Modeling Media

If one models the SOU-data in 50 different topics, the Jupyter Lab environment will
plot results based on broad societal categories like health care, taxation, school and edu-
cation or the labor market. However, the 50-model also singles out a distinct media topic,
arbitrarily given number 8. This topic can be found in almost 5% of all 3100 SOU-reports.
As Figures 6 and 7 indicate, the media topic includes keywords such as !lm, newspaper,
radio and television. It increases in strength from the mid-1960s and onwards. One histori-
cal observation is that media in general has been considered rather important by the
Swedish government, partly due to the number of media-related reports or because
media was discussed in other reports. Media—and particularly media politics—features
in the SOU-data just like other political issues on housing, migration, or the environment.
Media is hence not a topic on the margin. On the contrary, even if the SOU-data is modeled
to discern relatively few topics, media is present among these.

Modeling data in only 50 topics generates more general results; more speci!c traits
are thus often hard to detect. Regarding media topic 8, however, three things are
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noteworthy. The !rst one is obvious: !lm is statistically the medium that features most pro-
minently within the media topic—an issue I will get back to. Secondly, during the welfare
state years, Swedish media politics relied on governmental funding, foremost regarding
public service broadcasting and !lm production. Nevertheless, advertisement is one of
the most frequent keywords in the media topic, featuring speci!c words such as advertis-
ing (annonsering in Swedish) or tv-commercials. This is somewhat surprising, yet the issue
of advertisement has a media history stretching back to the 1920s. The Swedish Newspa-
per Publisher Association then argued that Swedish radio should not include advertise-
ment—not because they were benevolent towards public service but as a way to
secure the commercial interests of newspapers relying on advertisement. Hence, even if
commercial advertising was banned from most national media—with the daily press as

FIGURE 7
12 keywords that are most likely to appear within the media topic (number 8) between
1945 and 1989 within the 50-model of the SOU-data. Film is the medium which is most
frequently addressed within the SOU-data, appearing in 1.81% of all SOU-reports.

FIGURE 6
Trends of media topic (number 8) between 1945 and 1989 within the 50-model of the
SOU-data.
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the notable exception—this contested issue was something that SOU-reports repeatedly
dealt with during the welfare state period.

A third thing to note regarding media topic 8 is that among the !ve SOU-reports in
which the topic is statistically the strongest, two publications focused on ways in which to
archive audiovisual media: SOU 1974:94 on the preservation of sound and image—pub-
lished by the Data preservation committee on storage techniques for broadcasting, gra-
mophone records and celluloid !lm—and a later SOU 1987:51, on sound and image
preservation for posterity. Governmental media politics in Sweden was hence both
geared towards facilitating media production through state funding and subsidies, as
well as preservation of the same media at national archives or libraries. Even though I
have myself done a lot of scholarly work on the matter, this !nding was completely
new—and indeed displays the strength of distant reading and topic modeling.15

These somewhat surprising results from the 50-model with advertising and
archiving being especially important within the media topic can be compared with
previous scholarship on Swedish media history (that have often used individual
SOU-reports as a singular empirical source). Classical media scholars such as Lennart
Weibulll and Stig Hadenius were naturally aware of the issue of advertisement, par-
ticularly regarding the introduction of Swedish television during the early 1950s
when commercial broadcasting was still an option.16 Yet the SOU-data reveals that
advertisement continued to be a disputable issue within Swedish media politics.
Within the 50-model there exists a speci!c enterprise and market-topic (number 35)
with keywords around advertising. If one performs a search within the SOU-data
where the exact word advertisement (reklam in Swedish) features most prominently,
topic 35 is noticeable with two reports on economic planning and market regulation,
SOU 1945:42 and SOU 1968:6, as well as one report on the consumption of milk, SOU
1960:29—delivered by the Milk Commission of 1954. These three market-oriented
reports are statistically closely followed by one SOU-report from the late 1980s on
the future of television, SOU 1989:73. In this latter report there were plenty of discus-
sions on ‘opportunities to earn revenue from advertising in television’ (and commer-
cials in cinemas), accentuating that the issue of advertisement was vivid in Swedish
media politics during the later phase of welfare society as well.17

Modeling media-related topics can hence reveal a somewhat different historical
chronology regarding the issue of advertisement than assumed by previous research.
Even more striking, however, is that most Swedish media historians have ignored the
fact that discussion around preservation was central within national media politics.
Topic modeling can hence sometimes yield unexpected results. An advantage of modeling
data is also that such an outcome can be further analysed. If one uses the 100-model—in
which all 3100 SOU-reports are divided into 100 topics—there is one broadcast topic
(number 62), which increases in strength during the 1960s. But there is also an ALM-
topic (archive, library, museum) with number 39, that shares a number of keywords
with the broadcasting topic—medium, information, archive, image, audience—which
further attest that media politics frequently had an archival bias (Figure 8).

Modeling the SOU-data in a hundred topics, results in a more detailed outcome, fea-
turing increasingly speci!c media topics. Apart from broadcasting, there is, for example,
one distinct topic on !lm (number 59) and one on newspapers (number 93). Since all
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these topics are about media—number 59 on !lm, 62 on broadcasting, and 93 on news-
papers—they share a number of keywords, and they are also related to other topics in the
SOU-data. One way to illustrate these connections is to plot the three media topics (within
the 100-model) in a network that changes over time during four periods: 1945–1955,
1955–1965, 1965–1975 and 1975–1985. If the weight threshold is set at 0,1—a link is
then plotted if 10% (or more) of a topic occurs—it becomes apparent that the topic on
!lm (number 59) is present in 26 SOU-reports during the !rst period 1945–1955, but
not present at all during the last decade. Instead, the topic on broadcasting and newspa-
pers increases in strength in the SOU-data, with a number of links between the two topics
during latter decades. Especially matters around broadcasting expand, with topic 62 being
present in 20 SOU-reports during the last period 1975–1985.

More interesting, however, are the linkages to other topics that can be detected in
the network. Via SOU 1947:60—a report on the ordinance of the freedom of press—the
broadcasting topic 62 is, for example, during the period 1945–1955, related to legal
issues (topic 18) and even crime and prison (topic 81). Penal issues return again during
the third period, 1965–1975; both the broadcasting and !lm topic were then related to
punishment via SOU 1969:38, a notorious publication in Sweden on the limits of
freedom of expression, violations of religious belief and morality. Even during the last
period, 1975–1985, topic 81 on crime and prison is still linked to media issues. But then

FIGURE 8
Swedish media history as a network within the 100-model of the SOU-data—at various
points in time between 1945 and 1985, with a weight threshold of 10% between
individual SOU-reports (in green) and the three topic nodes (marked in red) on !lm
(topic 59), on broadcasting (topic 62) and newspapers (topic 93). Blue nodes are
topics that the three media topics are related to, as for example, education (topic 5),
legal issues (topic 18), or crime and prison (topic 81).
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religious belief is not the problem—rather personal integrity, as investigated in SOU
1980:8.

This report addresses the issues associated with invasion of privacy through the use and
dissemination of privacy infringing materials. Most of these invasions of privacy occur
through the dissemination of information of a private nature by the mass media, the
press, radio and television.18

If one proceeds with modeling the SOU-data in even more detail, the 200-model of
the Mallet toolkit (again) discerns three distinct media topics: on newspapers and daily
press (number 72), on broadcasting (number 125) and on !lm (number 181). As is
evident in Figures 9–11, these three media topics include familiar media historical key-
words. The topics occur with various frequency during the welfare state period, with
!lm (again) being the medium that the Swedish government repeatedly dealt with in
different committees. When modeling the SOU-data in 200 topics, the aforementioned
archival bias is once again present: the three most frequent keywords in !lm topic 181
are !lm, cinema—and archive. In fact, among the top twenty keywords of the !lm
topic, the media archival institution ALB—a national Swedish media archive inaugurated
in 1978 due to an extension of the national legal deposit law to include audiovisual media
—features more prominently than the Swedish Film Institute. If one compares the most
frequent keywords in each media topic in the 200-model, most of them are detached—
an indication that press, broadcasting and !lm were examined separately with a rather
media speci!c Swedish vocabulary. Yet as is evident in the Gephi network below they
also share some word nodes as distribution, image, information, medium or content.

Finally, if one goes ahead and uses the Mallet 500-model, all 3100 SOU-reports are
then divided into 500 topics. It is then possible to discern discourses and themes on a
more granular level. Modeling data in such detail is usually the most interesting aspect
vis-à-vis the method of topic modeling. Suddenly, smaller facets within the data
become visible which are otherwise very dif!cult for a human reader to identify. If the
50-model had one speci!c media topic, there are more than 30 topics featuring media-
related keywords in the 500-model—from topics on press subsidies to the future of broad-
casting, as well as a topic on surveillance, and even one on community radio visible during
the 1980s. Hence, all of a sudden an af"uent Swedish media history appears—and not only
related to media policy. There is, for instance, a topic on lovemaking (number 111), with
keywords such as sexual intercourse, contraceptives, and sexual education depicted in
various media; it is perhaps less surprising that the topic features most prominently
during the late 1960s. Another odd theme—at least for a Swede—is a topic on warfare
and media (number 63) with keywords such as war, government, resistance and occu-
pation, as well as radio and news coverage. The topic is mostly related to issues surround-
ing the Cold War, and appears frequently in two reports: SOU 1953:27 on psychological
defense and SOU 1984:10 on ‘national non-military resistance as a complement to other
total defence measures’.19 Via SOU 1972:18, a slightly odd report on the Norwegian experi-
ences during the Second World War, the warfare and media topic 63 is linked to a topic on
propaganda and information (number 490), most vivid during the 1940s in SOU 1946:86, a
well known publication among Swedish media historians focusing on the German
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propaganda in Sweden between 1939 and 1945. The two topics also share keywords such
as war, German, power, newspaper, police and press.

Within the 500-model there is even a meta-topic on media—with keywords such as
information, journalist, mass media research and journalism education. This meta-media
topic (number 492) increases in strength after 1968 and is particularly strong in two
SOU-reports from 1975 and 1977. The !rst of these, SOU 1975:25 dealt with the need to
establish a more general journalism education at Swedish universities, and the other
SOU 1977:11, was a report that explicitly addressed Swedish media studies, Forskning
om massmedier [Research about Mass Media]. As I have argued previously in this journal,
the formation of media research in Sweden can partly be seen as an effect of politicians
and the media industry wanting to be better informed on issues such as media in"uence,
media ownership and the habits and composition of media audiences.20 The meta-media
topic 492 clearly indicates that such a need became increasingly important for the Swedish
government during the 1970s and 1980s (Figures 12 and 13).

Given that there are more than 30 media-related topics in the 500-model, there are
numerous ways to model and explore the data. As might be expected, media topics are
related to one another, and sometimes share keywords. In general, broadcasting topics
and topics concerning earlier forms of automatic data processing appear from the
1960s and onwards, whereas topics on !lm are more evenly spread, with peaks in the

FIGURE 9
The 13 most frequent keywords within three distinct media topics of the 200-model of
the SOU-data—on press (number 72), on broadcasting (number 125) and on !lm
(number 181)—as well as time periods when they occur most frequently. The
network in Gephi (with the algorithm Force Atlas) includes some 250 keywords from
the three media topics.
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early 1950s, around 1970 and towards the late 1980s. Again, it needs to be stressed that
the Swedish government and the inquiries they commissioned put a lot of emphasis on
the medium of !lm—both prior to the so-called !lm reform of 1963 (and the inauguration
of the Swedish Film Institute) as well as afterwards during the 1970s. Previous !lm

FIGURE 10
The 13 most frequent keywords within three distinct media topics of the 200-model of
the SOU-data—on press (number 72), on broadcasting (number 125) and on !lm
(number 181)—as well as time periods when they occur most frequently.
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historical scholarship in Sweden have been unaware of the range of attention that the
government put on the medium of !lm. In his dissertation, Staten och och !lmen [The
State and Film] Roger Blomberg, for example, used SOU-reports on !lm, but only a
dozen or so. The same goes for !lm historian Leif Furhammar.21 Topic modeling all
SOU-reports as one dataset however reveals that !lm was the most prominent medium
within the 50-model, and hence occurs frequently within the 500-model as well, so my
remaining analyses will focus on moving images. Within the 500-model there is one dis-
tinct cinema topic (number 181) with keywords such as !lm, cinema, screening, producer,
!lm production, television, production, board of !lm censors and !lm institute. Most of the
SOU-reports where this topic is statistically most frequent were delivered by the 1968 Film

FIGURE 11
The network in Gephi (with the algorithm Force Atlas) includes some 250 keywords
from the three media topics: on press (number 72), on broadcasting (number 125)
and on !lm (number 181).
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Commission and its four volume series, Samhället och !lmen I-IV [Society and !lm] pub-
lished during the early 1970s. However, the cinema topic also shares a number of key-
words with a topic on authorship, copyright and jurisprudence (number 155) as well as
a topic on archival matters (number 343)—again stressing that media and preservation
were issues that the government frequently addressed. The linkages between these
three topics also suggest that the medium of !lm was located in quite different cultural
policy contexts during the welfare state years (Figure 14).

I have previously addressed the archival bias of a number of SOU-reports on media,
and in a similar way a more !ne-grained analysis and modeling of the data can reveal how
the medium of !lm belonged to an extensive judicial context. Since a number of SOU-

FIGURE 12
Trends of meta-media topic (number 492) between 1945 and 1989 within the 500-model
of the SOU-data.

FIGURE 13
16 keywords that are most likely to appear within the meta-media topic (number 492)
between 1945 and 1989 within the 500-model of the SOU-data.
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reports were geared towards legislational issues this is not surprising. Yet, if one plots key-
words within the authorship topic (155) and the topic on cinema (181), and compares
them with three other topics—on freedom of speech (36), on surveillance (385) and on
personal integrity (448)—an unusual context for the medium of !lm appears. Swedish
!lm history is here linked to discourses on defamation, on regulation, on prosecution,
and even police and criminality. Visualized in a Gephi network the !ve topics include a
number of nodes with the most frequent keywords for each topic, but they also share
words such as author, medium, regulation, audit, regulation and deed. Examination and
censorship of !lm, furthermore—a contested issue in Sweden ever since a Board of Film
Censors was established in 1911—is within the network connected to both copyright
issues, pornography, wire tapping and prison, a somewhat sinister milieu for a medium
of entertainment. Modeling the data and visualizing relations between keywords as
nodes in a network thus situates the medium of !lm in a different socio-cultural
context, accentuating legal matters around both copyright and freedom of speech, as
well as the (claimed) inherent psychological dangers of moving images (Figure 15).

If one, !nally, models the SOU-data in 500 topics with a Gensim modeling toolkit
(rather than Mallet) yet another surprising cinematic context appears—this time with
moral and religious connotations. The difference between Mallet and Gensim is, in
short, that the latter uses a so-called Variational Bayes sampling method, which is con-
sidered faster (but less precise) than Mallet’s Gibbs Sampling. The point to be made,
however, is that media historical data can bemodeled in different ways, producing slightly

FIGURE 14
Within the 500-model of the SOU-data details become visible—such as the relation
between media and copyright issues or between media and archival matters. The
keyword !lm is a frequent term appearing in all three topics.
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different results and interpretations. The Gensim toolkit, for example, detects a speci!c
topic on !lm censorship (number 199) which Mallet does not, with links to topics on Chris-
tianity, law and order. Moreover, the censorship topic contains the keyword !lmforsknings-
gruppen, a !lm research group set-up by the Swedish Film Institute in 1962 to investigate
issues of censorship and cinematic in"uences. The !nal report from the group, SOU
1967:31 Filmens in"ytande på sin publik [Cinema’s in"uence on its audience] was unequivo-
cal: it was not possible to demonstrate any psychological effects whatsoever of !lm
viewing. Within the SOU-data, however, there are a number of linkages between this cen-
sorship topic 199 and a topic on religion and church (number 155), as well as a topic on
crime and punishment (number 452)—producing yet another eerie context for the
medium of !lm. The three topics share keywords such as responsibility, legislation and
law. The topic on religion and church appears most frequent in the SOU-data during
the 1960s, foremost related to SOU 1964:13 on freedom of religion, and SOU 1964:16

FIGURE 15
Network in Gephi (Force Atlas) from the 500-model of the SOU-data, with some 300
keywords from !ve different topics—36 (on freedom of speech), 155 (on
authorship), 181 (on cinema), 385 (on surveillance) and 448 (on personal integrity).
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on the meaning of the notion of the church (both reports were delivered by a 1958 com-
mission investigating the relation between state and church). The topic on religion and
church, with keywords such as Christianity, priest, bishop—and even God—also shares
the keyword child with the !lm censorship topic, suggesting that moral issues related
to childhood and youth were part of national media policy at the time. During the
heyday of the Social-democratic welfare state Christian values were in decline (some
argued), hence the Christian-democratic party in Sweden was founded in 1964—at least
to some extent (some argue) as a conservative reaction towards Vilgot Sjöman’s
feature !lm 491 (which dealt with homosexuality and juvenile delinquency) (Figure 16).

FIGURE 16
Network in Gephi (Force Atlas) from the 500-model of the SOU-data using a Gensim
modeling toolkit, with some 150 keywords from three different topics—155 (on
religion och church), 199 (on !lm censorship), and 482 (on crime and punishment).
Only a few keywords are shared among all topics, among them law.
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Conclusion

More than a hundred Swedish Government Of!cial Reports between 1945 and 1989
dealt with media issues. If one de!nes the notion of medium in a broad sense there are
even more media reports. It is hence not surprising that media topics occur within the
SOU-data. Since some SOU-reports addressed particular issues, such as !lm censorship,
it is furthermore hardly unexpected that modeling the data will reveal and discern key-
words associated with such themes. Topic modeling is indeed a digital method that can
uncover invisible categories and discourses in a massive dataset. Yet if this dataset is com-
piled and based on speci!c publications—such as particular SOU-reports—they will
become visible and surface when modeling the data (in one way or another). The
concern and critique of digital methods such as topic modeling has consequently often
been related to a critical assessment of the data at hand. The curation of a dataset
needs to be transparent but a topic model will always based on a particular dataset,
hence neglecting other potentially relevant historical sources. Then again, as an openly
available parliamentary dataset, SOU-reports are handy to explore, model and examine
for a media historian. But more heterogeneous parliamentary discussions as the
Hansard, the German plenarprotokolle or Swedish parliamentary debates are actually a
more appropriate empirical source for detecting unexpected !ndings. In such datasets dis-
cussions on media and media politics would naturally also be prevalent (somewhere), but
they would not feature in a speci!c setting or form—apart from when media politics is
explicitly debated. Consequently, within our research project Welfare State Analytics we
are currently preparing and curating the debates from Swedish parliament for large-
scale analyses.

Then again, in an explorative manner this article has modeled Swedish media history
in different ways. By distant reading a dataset of 3100 SOU-reports some !ndings have
been made which previous media historical scholarship have neglected—or rather,
have been unable to detect due to traditional, small-scale examinations of only a few
SOU-reports. Film was, for example, the medium which the Swedish government dealt
most explicitly and extensively with. New media such as television—and later telecommu-
nications—were hence not predominant within national media policy, but rather the old
medium of moving images. Another !nding that previous research has disregarded was
that media politics in Sweden was geared towards both media production and preser-
vation. All models with 50, 100, 200 or 500 topics generate results which con!rm that
media politics repeatedly had an archival bias.

Under the headline ‘a one medium history’ in the research anthology, A History of
Swedish Broadcasting: Communicative Ethos, Genres and Institutional Change, editors
Monika Djerf-Pierre and Mats Ekström state that the

arguments for studying broadcasting separately are not only based on the centrality of
broadcasting in 20th century social, cultural and political life, but also on the fact that
radio and television share unique communicative properties and ways of organizing
public communication.22

Such claims make little sense when modeling the SOU-data. On the contrary, the most
important !nding of this article is that when modeling media history interrelations
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between media are everywhere. They can also be statistically measured, even if topic mod-
eling is based on probability (that can differ when rerunnig a model). While it is true that
individual SOU-reports often dealt with one medium at a time, the SOU-data repeatedly
displays interconnections between different media topics, as well as other societal
topics that media were related to. Modeling media history through computational inter-
rogations can thus both con!rm previous historical assertions, but more importantly
reveal a number of divergent and previously neglected histories.
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Notes

1. For a media historical critique of mediatisation theory, see Snickars, “Media and
Mediatization.”

2. Bunout, Ehrmann and Clavert, Digitised Newspapers; Salmi et al., “The Reuse of Texts in
Finnish Newspapers and Journals, 1771–1920.”

3. Williams, “Networking Moving Image History”; Fickers, Snickars, and Williams, “Audiovisual
Data in Digital Humanities”; Lingold, Mueller, and Trettien, Digital Sound Studies; Jofre et al.,
“What’s in a Face?”

4. Abercrombie and Batista-Navarro, “Sentiment and Position-Taking Analysis of Parliamen-
tary Debates.” Hansard at Hudders!eld can be found at https://hansard.hud.ac.uk/site/
site.php. Swedish parliamentary motions 1971–2021 at https://riksdagsmotioner.dh.gu.
se/, and German plenary minutes from the Bundestag 1949–2021 at https://
opendiscourse.de/.

5. For more information about the research project Welfare State Analytics, see https://www.
westac.se/en/. Datasets and scripts used by the project are available on Github, https://
github.com/welfare-state-analytics.

6. Premfors, “Governmental Commissions in Sweden,” 624.
7. Åmark, Hundra år av välfärdspolitik; Östberg and Andersson, Sveriges historia 1965–2012;

Norén and Snickars, “Distant Reading the History of Swedish Film Politics.”
8. Grimmer and Stewart, “Text as Data.”
9. For a discussion, see Ahnert et al., The Network Turn.
10. Guldi, “Parliament’s Debates About Infrastructure.”
11. Jockers, Macroanalyses.
12. Hakkarainen and Iftikhar, “The Many Themes of Humanism,” 261.
13. See for example, Isoaho, Gritsenko, and Mäkelä, “Topic Modeling and Text Analysis for

Qualitative Policy Research,” “Patterns and Interpretation”; Moretti, Distant Reading, 46.
14. Moretti, “Patterns and Interpretation”; Moretti, Distant Reading, 46.
15. Snickars, Kulturarvets mediehistoria.
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16. See for example, Hadenius, Kampen om monopolet and Weibull, “New Media Between
Technology and Content.”

17. SOU 1989:73, 77.
18. SOU 1980:8, 9.
19. SOU 1984:10, 3.
20. Hyvönen, Snickars, and Vesterlund, “The Formation of Swedish Media Studies.”
21. Roger Blomgren, Staten och !lmen and Leif Furhammar, Filmen i Sverige.
22. Djerf-Pierre and Ekström, “Approaching Broadcast History,” 17.
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